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Abstract
There are many similarities between Acidthiobacillus
ferrooxidans (At.f) and magnetotactic bacteria on
physiological properties and growing environment
except their trophic types. Magnetosomes can be
extracted from At.f by using an improved extracting
method of magnetosomes. The membrane of At.f
was crushed by ultrasonic wave and the
magnetosomes in At.f which mainly contains Fe
through chemical detection were attracted by using
magnetite. After purified with sucrose density
gradient centrifugation and washing by PBS and
ethanol, 0.8mg/l magnetosomes were obtained. The
magnetosomes were clearly observed under a
transmission electron microscope (TEM). The
results indicate there are a small amount of
intracellular magnetosomess which made At.f weak
magnetotactic under the applied magnetic field. At.f
can be isolated by using the magnetotactic property
for biohydrometallurgy and the high effective At.f
strain can be gained to leach mineral with different
magnetisms.
Keywords: Biohydrometallurgy, Magnetotactic,
Magnetosomes, Isolation of microbe, Acidthiobacillus
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1. Introduction
Since magnetotactic bacteria (MTB) were found by
American scientist Blakemore in 1975 for the first
time [1], it has been isolated from freshwater pools,
the surface of marine sediment and wet grassland
soil all over the world with various shapes [2-5].
MTB is several micrometer long, aerobic and with
flagellum. The cell wall of MTB is gram negative.
The most remarkable characteristic of MTB is that it
contains intracellularly synthesized magnetosomes,
which are usually made of magnetite (Fe3O4) or
greigite (Fe3S4). These so-called magnetosomes
are nanometer sized (25-100nm in size),
membrane-bound magnetosomes. Under normal
temperature, pressure and anaerobic environment,
MTB can greatly reproduce in culture medium with
3+
Fe in it. This is because that MTB cells are able to
respond and orient along the lines of terrestrial or
artificial magnetic fields [6-10]. So if we exchange
the two-pole of the magnetic field in lab, it will
change its’ movement direction [11-13].
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MTB can absorb the element of Fe from outer
environment to synthesize intracellular nano-sized
magnetosomes [14]. The growth environment of
Acidthiobacillus
ferrooxidans
(At.f)
contains
abundant of the element of Fe and S that is the
energy source of it. There are also many similarities
between MTB and At.f (Table.1). Therefore, we
suppose the growth environment of At.f is benefit to
synthesize magnetosomes and At.f may contain
some magnetotactic strain. We observed the
magnetotactic of At.f and extracted magnetosomes from
At.f. The results show that the At.f do contain
magnetosomes. It is weak magnetotactic just
because the existence of magnetosomes. We
isolated the At.f with different magnetic field and
research the effect of magnetic field act on At.f.
Table.1 The Similarities of At.f and MTB
Property
Shapes
Growth
temperature
Requiring
oxygen type
Trophic type
Gram Stain
Growth
environment
Culture
medium

Magnetotactic Bacteria
Coccus, Bacillus, Arcshaped and Spirillum
Normal temperature
Anaerobic,
Microaerobic, Aerobic
type
Chemoheterotrophic
Gram-negative
Distribute in waters or
soils
Contains Fe, S element

Acidthiobacillus
ferrooxidans
Bacillus
Normal or high
temperature
Aerobic type
Chemoautotrophic
Gram-negative
In Acid Mine
Drainage (AMD)
Contains Fe, S
element

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Strain: Isolated from AMD of Yunnan Dongchuan
Mine.
9k culture medium: The concentrations of
(NH4)2SO4, KCl, K2HPO4, MgSO4·7H2O, Ca(NO3)2,
FeSO4·7H2O are: 3.00g/l, 0.10g/l, 0.50g/l, 0.50g/l,
0.01g/l, 44.2g/l respectively.
Experimental apparatus: Galen III Microscope;
SHT-III Tesla Meter; B-100 Automatic Ice Cube
Maker; JY92-II Ultrasonic Crasher; Eppendorf
Centrifuge 5804R; WH-2 Micro Swirling Mixing
Device.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Observation of the At.f’s magnetotactic
property
The culture of At.f was collected by centrifugation
and the iron ion was removed with H2SO4 of pH
value 2.0. Then movement of the At.f was observed
by using microscope under a magnetic field to
determine whether At.f is magnetotactic.

absorbed on the surface of magnetosomes. These
processes repeated 15 times to clean the
magnetosomes completely and the magnetite was
used to magnetize the magnetosomes by close up
the bottom of beaker.
2.2.6 Extraction flowchart
The flowchart of magnetosomes’ extraction from At.f
is shown in Figure 1.

2.2.2 Preparation of At.f cell’s suspending liquid
The culture that harvest at exponential phase is
centrifugated by centrifuge for 5 minutes at 3000
rpm, then pour out the supernatant fluid, abandon
the precipitate. The supernatant fluid is
centrifugated for 10 minutes at 10000 rpm to
collected At.f. Then pour out the supernatant fluid,
added dilute sulfuric acid which the pH value is 2.0
to suspend the At.f, shaking for 5 minutes to
dissolve Fe precipitate. Centrifugation, suspension
and shaking procedure should repeat for about 10
times to clear the ion of iron out of the At.f cell
completely.
2.2.3 Extraction of magnetosomes
Being suspended in the 10ml PBS buffer liquid, At.f
2
was crashed (600 W/cm , 2.5 mins, 30 pluses) by
Ultrasonic crasher surrounded with ice. The
specimen was alternated freeing and thawing for
three times before crushing. Then we used
magnetic iron close the bottom of beaker bottom to
attract the magnetosomes When the cell wall had
been broken up by ultrasonic crasher [15,16], the
magnetosomes were cleaned by PBS buffer again
and again until no ion of iron inside. It is important
that the magnetic iron can'
t leave the bottom of
beaker when pour the liquid. Then 0.5ml PBS buffer
was added to suspend the magnetosomes (the raw
specimen) in the beaker.
2.2.4 Detection of Fe ion in magnetosomes
We added a few 1mol/l HCl in PBS buffer which
suspend the magnetosomes and shaked the beaker
lightly to make the compound of iron dissolved.
Then added two drops of 0.2% 0.5 ml KSCN in the
beaker after the compound of iron dissolved
completely with adding two drop of. If the solution’s
color turned red, we concluded that the solution
contained the ion of iron and At.f contained
magnetosomes.
2.2.5 Purification of magnetosomes
The magnetosomes was extracted with the abovementioned method again, and was suspended it in
the 0.5 ml PBS buffer. It was purified by recovering
the magnet particle band after being centrifuged by
40%~80% sucrose gradient centrifugation (6000
rpm,10~20min) and being suspended in the PBS
buffer. The magnetosomes suspended liquid was
scattered by ultrasonic wave and washed by PBS
buffer and ethanol to clean the cell fragment which
ISSN 1860-3122

Figure 1. The flowchart of extract magnetosomes

3. Results and Discussion
According to the present study, most of the MTB are
heterotrophic bacteria and are difficult to culture
because it needs anaerobic environment. But At.f
are autotrophic, aerobic bacteria and are easy to
culture. It is the first time we observe At.f is weak
magnetotactic, extracted and detected the
intracellular magnetosomes. The experiment results
show us the followings:
a. The bacteria which extracellular iron ion was
not removed were observed under the magnetic
field function by using the microscope, we found the
magnetotactic of At.f isn’t very obvious and
majority’s movement is irregular. It probablely
because that the substance contains Fe which
blocks off the movement of At.f or that the material
of the weak magnetism synthesized by cell weaken
the external magnetic field to influence the cells’
movement. Most of the At.f cleaned by pH2.0 H2SO4
shows magnetotactic obviously. But there still has a
few bacteria’s movement is irregular, it may
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because the number of intracellular magnetosomes
is different.
b. The magnetosomes can be extracted from
At.f. Just because it contains magnetosomes so that
At.f is weak magnetotactic. We can use this
magnetotactic to isolate At.f, we can also
investigate the growth of At.f under the influence of
mineral magnetism.
c. The magnetosome mainly contains Fe
element. From Figure 2 we can see the
magnetosomes can be aparted to monomer by
sucrose density gradient centrifugation and
ultrosonic scattering. The results show us that At.f
do contain magnetosomes.

Figure 2. The electron microscope photo of magnetosomes.
Bottoms are purified magnetosomes.
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